
Spectronaut 13

Command Line Mode

This tutorial is a step-by-step guide to using Spectronaut 13 

by using the command line mode

Tutorial
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Short introduction

This is useful in cases that require faster computing time and less 
memory overhead, for example in an experiment with large number of 
runs 
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In addition to the visual pipeline mode, Spectronaut is also capable of 
running all its computation by command line. 
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Select “Export as Batch File…”

This will create a Batch (*.bat) file and folder that contains all the 
commands with the specifications as specified by using the wizard.  
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Setting up the DIA Analysis by command line mode

The easiest way to set up the command line mode processing is to use a Batch file, 

which can be generated at the last step of the DIA Analysis setup wizard
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• The last line on the file is the command to be used in the Windows 
Command Prompt app and consists of two parts

• The first part contained in the quotation marks is the execution of the 
software Spectronaut.exe

• The second part is the –command argument that uses the 
arguments.txt file to apply the specified analysis settings for running 
the process
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The Batch file

• Open the Batch file with a text editor (such as Notepad++)
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The Arguments file
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• The main arguments are described in the next slide

• They can be edited and modified based on specific requirements
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The main arguments used in command line DIA analysis

Argument Explanation

-s [path to file]

OR

-s [schema-name]

[OPTIONAL] Specifies the settings schema to be used for the analysis. If not specified, whatever is selected as the default schema will

be used. This command can either be provided with a path to the schema file (*.prop) or with the schema name. The latter requires

the schema to be in the default location for Spectronaut analysis schemas.

-con [path to file] [OPTIONAL] Specifies the condition setup to be used for the post processing (such as regulation analysis). This condition setup file is

best generated from the Spectronaut user interface and then exported for use in the command line mode. If not used, Spectronaut will

use the specified run name parsing strategy to derive condition names for the samples.

-n [any text] [OPTIONAL] Specifies the name of this experiment. If not provided, Spectronaut will automatically generate an experiment name from

the selected run file names.

-o [path to directory] [OPTIONAL] Specifies the output directory for this experiment. All generated reports will be located in a sub-folder titled with the

analysis date and the experiment name. By default, the results will be placed in the users specified default output location (global

settings in Spectronaut) or in %Appdata%/Spectronaut/Results if nothing is specified.

-fasta [path to file] [OPTIONAL] Specifies the path to a *.bgmsfasta file to be used in this experiment. In a library based (peptide-centric) analysis, this file

is used for protein inference. This command is not optional in combination with the -direct command. This command can be used

multiple times to add addition files.

-a [path to file] Assigns a spectral library to every run in the experiment. This command can be used multiple times to add additional files.

-r [path to file] Adds a single run file to the experiment. Any file format that is also supported during the analysis setup from the user interface is

possible (*.htrms, *.raw, *.wiff, *.bgms, _HEADER.TXT, analysis.baf). This command can be used multiple times to add additional

files.

-d [path to directory] Adds all run files, recognized by Spectronaut, from a given directory. This option includes vendor files that are already represented as

folders (Bruker: .d folders, Waters: .raw folders).

• For a full list of arguments please consult the Spectronaut User Manual 
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Using the Command Prompt

• Start the Windows Command Prompt 

• By pasting the last line in the Windows Command Prompt you will 
start the analysis 

• This will initiate Spectronaut which will run in the background

• Once finished, the results will be generated in the specified directory
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Results – files created


